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Change the Story of Your Health

By : Carl Greer

The story of our health is more in our control than we might think, according to clinical psychologist, Jungian analyst, and shamanic practitioner Carl Greer, PhD, PsyD. We can not only reframe our experiences but actually experience less stress, greater well-being, and even better physical health than it might appear if we are willing to identify our health story and begin rewriting it. Through journaling exercises and expanded-awareness practices, many of which involve working with and in nature, and which are influenced by Jungian and shamanic traditions, anyone can tap into hidden resources for healing and work with them effectively. Whether gaining insights and balancing energies outdoors, dialoguing and interacting with the earth or a river or lake, or working with dreams, an inner healer, or a symbol encountered on a shamanic journey, readers will find they are able to learn why they have struggled to change their habits and will be empowered to experience greater wellness within a satisfying health story. "Change the Story of Your Health" focuses on four key chapters of a person’s health story: • Eating and drinking, and weight • Movement/exercise, flexibility, balance, stamina, and strength • Sexuality, body image and acceptance, and changes due to midlife hormonal shifts (commonly known as menopause and andropause) • Management of an
acute ailment or symptoms of a chronic condition. It also helps readers revise their health stories as their health changes as a result of aging or unexpected challenges. Gaining insights into their health, letting go of what is standing in the way of optimal health and well-being, and bringing in what is needed to make a preferred new health story a reality—all are possible when readers take on the challenge of "Change the Story of Your Health" and begin using the practices regularly.

**The Hero's Journey**

By: **Paul Rebillot & Melissa Kay**

Influenced by his study of Gestalt therapy, the performing arts, and his association with the renowned Mythologist Joseph Campbell, Paul Rebillot has created a dynamic new rite of passage for anyone experiencing personal challenge or life transition. In The Hero's Journey, Rebillot explains why personal crisis can actually be a form of spiritual calling. Sharing intimate details about his own stormy search for meaning, which took him dangerously close to the edge and prompted his explanation into the healing process, Rebillot shows how, through the process of ritual, a spiritual emergency can be transformed into a rewarding and powerful exercise.

**The Power of Yes**

By: **Osho**

Political revolutions have never resulted in the changes they promised. Real change can according to Osho only come from a personal rebellion, a rebellion based on "yes" -- yes to existence, yes to nature, yes to yourself. Humanity has been guided by traditions which are all life-negative – the results of endless wars, a planet in danger and a humanity losing direction are obvious results of these traditions. Only a total affirmation of life, in an absolute yes to nature can bring a new earth and a totally new humanity into being. "Rebellion is a very silent, individual phenomenon that will go on spreading without making any noise and without leaving any footprints behind. It will move from heart to heart in deep silences."

**Slavic Witchcraft**

By: **Natasha Helvin**

A practical guide to the ancient magical tradition of Russian sorcery and Eastern Slavic magical rites

• Offers step-by-step instructions for over 100 spells, incantations, charms, amulets, and practical rituals for love, career success, protection, healing, divination, communicating with spirits and ancestors, and other challenges and situations

• Reveals specific places of magical power in the natural world as well as the profound power of graveyards and churches for casting spells

• Explores the folk history of this ancient magical tradition, including how the pagan gods gained new life as Eastern Orthodox saints, and shares folktales of magical beings, including sorceresses shapeshifting into animals and household objects Passed down through generations, the Slavic practice of magic, witchcraft, and sorcery is still alive and well in Russia, the Ukraine, and Belarus, as well as the Balkans and the Baltic states. There are still witches who whisper upon tied knots to curse or heal, sorceresses who shapeshift into animals or household objects, magicians who cast spells for love or good fortune, and common folk who seek their aid for daily problems big and small. Sharing the extensive knowledge she inherited from her mother and grandmother, including spells of the “Old Believers” previously unknown to outsiders, Natasha Helvin explores in detail the folk history and practice of Russian sorcery and Eastern Slavic magical rites, offering a rich compendium of over 100 spells, incantations, charms, and practical rituals for love, relationships, career success, protection, healing, divination, averting the evil eye, communicating with spirits and ancestors, and a host of other life challenges and daily situations, with complete step-by-step instructions to ensure your magical goals are realized. She explains how this tradition has only a thin Christian veneer over its pagan origins and how the Slavic pagan gods and goddesses acquired new lives as the saints of
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The Eastern Orthodox Church. She details how the magical energy for these spells and rituals is drawn from the forces of nature, revealing specific places of power in the natural world as well as the profound power of graveyards and churches for casting spells. She explores the creation of amulets and talismans, the importance of icons, and the proper recital of magical language and actions during spells, as well as how one becomes a witch or sorceress. Offering a close examination of these two-thousand-year-old occult practices, Helvin also includes Slavic folk advice, adapted for the modern era. Revealing what it means to be a Slavic witch or sorceress, and how this vocation pervades all aspects of life, she shows that each of us has magic within that we can use to take control of our own destiny.

Come conquistare la vera pace spirituale

By: Mabel Collins

Non conosciamo guida migliore per la vita interiore dei precetti contenuti nel libro Luce sul Sentiero, poiché questi precetti appaiono ispirati da una mente superiore incarnata o disincarnata. In esso ogni parola è scelta così accuratamente da prestarsi alle interpretazioni più diverse, tanto da porgere un messaggio adatto alle necessità di ciascun lettore a seconda del suo stadio di sviluppo; queste caratteristiche rendono questo libro diverso dalle opere usuali. Il lettore deve, per così dire, lasciare che le parole si impadroniscano di lui in modo che possa ritrarre i desideri vantaggi ed effetti. Come conquistare la vera pace spirituale ha in parte interpretato i principi contenuti nella Luce sul Sentiero in riferimento al piano psichico o astrale; la nostra interpretazione tende a riferirsi invece alla vita di colui che si va incamminando sul Sentiero, cioè a dire il principiante sulla via spirituale. Cercheremo di esaminare il primo gruppo dei precetti alla luce del Karma Yoga, poi di indicare il reale significato di quelli che si riferiscono ai desideri superiori, e infine passeremo all’interpretazione delle Regole riguardanti lo sviluppo della Coscienza Spirituale, che è la nota fondamentale di quel libro. Abbiamo anche tentato di rendere più chiari e semplici i significati che esso racchiude esponendo in un linguaggio familiare e piano l’immaginoso stile orientale. A qualcuno sembrerà presuntuoso da parte nostra voler interpretare quella gemma fra gli insegnamenti occulti che è la Luce sul sentiero, ma il nostro lavoro ha incontrato l’approvazione non solo di autorevoli autori ma quella — che è per noi di somma importanza — del nostro «Io» interiore. Per quanto imperfetta, la nostra opera è indubbiamente destinata a giovare a qualcuno, altrimenti non ci sarebbe stato suggerito di compierla. Il trattato Luce sul sentiero è un libro classico tra gli occultisti ed è la migliore guida che si conosca per coloro che hanno fatto il primo passo sul Sentiero del Conseguimento. Come tutti i Mistici, l’autore ha steso un velo sul reale significato delle Regole, di modo che, per colui che non ha ancora afferrato qualche lampo di Verità, questo libro apparirà probabilmente un insieme di contraddizioni privo di senso comune. Ma per coloro che hanno già intravisto un barlume della vita interiore, queste pagine saranno un tesoro contenente le più rare gemme. Per alcuni questo piccolo libro costituirà la prima rivelazione di ciò che hanno cercato ciecamente in tutte le loro esistenze e offrirà le prime briciole di pane spirituale per soddisfare la fame dell’anima loro. Per altri sarà il primo sorgo d’acqua della sorgente di Vita che acquieterà la sete che da tanto li tormentava. Coloro ai quali questo libro è destinato ne riconosceranno il messaggio, e dopo averlo letto non saranno mai più quelli di prima. Come il Poeta ha detto «dove io passo, tutti i miei figli mi riconoscono» così i Figli della Luce riconosceranno questo libro.

Турбо-Суслик. Как прекратить трахать себе мозг и начать жить.

Brutal'naia skorostnaja sis

By: Дмитрий Леушкин

«Турбо-Суслик» – уникальное практическое руководство по решению психологических проблем и ликвидации ненужных убеждений собственными силами. При помощи этой инновационной методики, разработанной Дмитрием Леушкиным на основе BSFF (высокоэффективных техник

**Vejen til mandens hjerte**

By : Martin Østergaard


**Clear Your Clutter With Feng Shui**

By : Karen Kingston

Clearing clutter can radically transform your life. Drawing on her wealth of experience as a feng shui, space clearing and clutter clearing consultant, Karen Kingston explains how clutter is stuck energy that has far-reaching physical, mental, emotional and spiritual effects. This book will motivate you to clutter-clear as never before, once you realise just how much your junk has been holding you back! Learn: - Why people keep clutter - How clutter causes stagnation in every area of your life - Why clearing clutter is essential for effective feng shui - How to clear clutter quickly and effectively - Karen Kingston's top ten clutter clearing tips

**The Elder Futhark Runes**

By : Kat Sanders

The Elder Futhark Runes were made up of 24 basic runic letters. There were more added at points in time, but this e-book will only focus on the basic 24. The basic 24 are the runes that are normally used in divination and runic magic. The Elder Futhark alphabet starts with Feoh and ends with Dag. Each letter has its own meaning and correspondences.

**Ceremonial Basics**

By : Black Witch S

Before you can cast your first Circle, or chant your first spell, you need to have an understanding of tools that are used, and how to consecrate those tools. Some of these tools are not as obvious as a knife. They include things like an altar, robes, and salt. Once you have cast the Circle, and created your Sacred Space, you call to the Quarters or Elements, to protect that space. These Guardians are powerful, and must be properly controlled if you hope to use them in ritual. Properly casting your Circle for the first time is where you find out that you really do have the power to change reality. A
Cast Circle is a place that is not a place, and a time that is not a time. It is an odd feeling knowing that the world outside still exists, but not being able to sense it. Now you can invoke the Gods, and ask them to join you. Unlike the Quarters, you cannot command the Gods, you simply invite them. As Witches, we talk to our Gods, and listen to them, on a regular basis. Most who are new to Witchcraft, think that hearing voices is a sign of insanity, but really, what good is a God that never answers your prayers? In reality, you are simply communicating with that part of yourself that has the power to change your life. Once your Circle is complete, and your Temple erected, you begin the Working. I capitalize the word because your Working is the entire purpose for the ritual. This is where you celebrate the holiday, or cast your magick. It is called a Working because it is just that, work. This can be a celebrational working such as a Sabbat, or the magickal Working of an Esbat. After completing whatever ritual Working you need, it’s time to relax with cakes and ale. If done correctly, the Working will have depleted your energy significantly. By sitting down with food and drink (alcoholic or not) you can ground and center yourself, replenish your energy, and begin the journey back to the real world. The last step in returning to the here and now, is opening the Circle. You thank the Gods for their presence, dismiss the Quarters, and cut the Circle. The Circle is now open, but remains unbroken. While the ritual is now over, it remains with you. As you practice your Craft more, you will find that there are times when you need a ritual. You will feel it. For the same reasons some people find comfort in going to church, you will find that ritual can comfort and soothe you. When it’s done right, you come out of ritual more alert, and refreshed than when you started. You feel a power that is indescribable. You have talked to your Gods and listened to their wisdom. You have reconnected with the Divine within you, and confirmed that you can deal with whatever life decides to throw at you. Are you ready to learn? Let’s begin.
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